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About This Game

Run Run and Die is a crazy and atypical challenging runner!

Our funny little penguin wakes up in a test room, but suddenly something goes wrong and everything blows up! And so begins
one of the wildest, silliest, and challenging flights in video game history! But who is behind all this? How did our hero arrived

there? And why can't our poor little penguin remember anything? Well there's only one way to find out... beat the game!

You must help our penguin hero escape a hellish complex through 24 levels filled with spikes, bombs, robots, traps, and more!
Prepared to die? Just remember one thing... RED is DEATH.

Key Features

- Simple to play but difficult to clear
- 24 crazy levels including some special retro levels for nostalgic fans

- The best-looking version of Run Run and Die
- Collect all energy balls for advance in the game

- Enjoy full color illustrations that narrate the story
- Connected to Twitter and Facebook
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run run and die. run run and jump

Its like a getaway in your living room. I just need a heat lamp to sit in front of.. I slammed into someone and they launched
headlong into a rock and exploded

9/10. There is so much glitch i couldn't even get past 10 mins of the game.. The Witcher 3 and Final Fantasy had a child in
ancient China.. There are some bad things about this game, but in general I would still recommend it (on sale).
The atmosphere is mysterious.
Most of the story is delivered by text though.
Thing I did not like too much is the fact that you are wandering around a lot, not knowing where to go. Sometimes items just
appear at a spot were they weren't before or some doors are suddenly open. Would recommend to use a walkthrough actually.
Also the voice acting is not so good.
Not sure, if some of the spelling mistakes where there for a reason or not..
But the story is kinda creepy, which is good.
No gore or jump-scares (maybe just one) in it.. I have been following this game since I first saw it on Greenlight, I loved the
concept and voted yes.

Now that the game has come out I feel like it was worth the wait, I liked it a lot.

It was a short and sweet game that was well done in my opinion. The graphics could have been better but I do like the blur and
wobbling as if it was an actual hangover. I only complain about finalizing, I mean the characters being transparant when on the
rooftop was strange but not anything serious for me.

I would like to see another game like this in the future!. This game hurts my brain, and that is a good thing. Its always good to go
out and exercise your body, and I actually feel like this exercises my mind in a sense. Controlling one goat with each side of a
controller is very difficult, but in a good way. This game is frustrating, hilarious, and fun! My only issue with it is that the music
is a bit repetitive, but that's easily fixed with a mute button. Do yourself a favor and play with a 360 controller. So what are you
waiting for? Grab a controller and rip your hair out! It's fun! -PR0XIDIAN. Enjoyable if you're super into this kind of thing.
Frequent crashes and achievements not working can be frustrating. Lots of potential, but feels like a work in progress. Skip if
you're not a hockey guy; must buy if you're a hockey history nerd.
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This is great pack all cars in this pack are nice and fun to drive great mix, I wish there were more specs but we can't have it all.

Abarth 500:
Fun, fast, crazy to drive once fully tuned it is real beast very tough to control over bumps I recommend buying tuning level 20
and working up from there to find nice drive tune setting.

Aston Martin V12 Zagato:
Fast with alot of power makes for great fun this car has some great sounds looks very sweet as well but i do feel gear ratio are
wrong.

2013 SRT Viper GTS:
Donuts spring to mind and like a good Viper it does them very well fast in straight line and just as fast at doing donuts great
smoke machine, but can be hard to handle sometimes again I suggest entering with level 20 tune and working up to find your
sweet spot.

As for the price well if you have season pass its free but if not it will cost $7.95 I think this is to high, a price of $5.95 would be
more suitable. Sure, it needs some work, but it's a good game! It's free and not pay-to-win!. So this game nails a creepy dreading
sense of atmosphere perfectly, and captures the feeling of being in a place deep where no human should be. HOWEVER for
some strange reason the developers decided the best game play to accompany this would be the player moving very slowly trying
to navigate monsters and debris that can only be seen when they are far to close to do anyting about it. You have a phase in/out
mechanic to avoid the moving monsters which you cant use eeefectively because, again, the monsters (which are really just
cubes strung together to look lke fish) move far faster than you and don't allow for you to use the mechanic effectively, leaing to
trial and error gameplay which comepletely destroys any atmosphere as the game starts you five to ten minutes back and you
have to hear the previously ominious voice say the same cryptic nonsense over and over and over. I shoudl've known these
people didn't udnertsand how to design a game when I saw the difficulties were named "Hard, Nightmarish, and Impossible" as
if they were trying to appeal to the Dark Souls crowd, but the Dark Souls crowd would never play a walking simulator. Total
waste of money, would not recommend.. Nice player.
But PotPlayer (Successor of KMPlayer) still wins.
At least in
1. Subtitle control. (Potplayer auto loads the subtitles with the same filename)
2. Language support.
3. Video format support.

Hope you can catch up with the freeware!. Awesome, but there's absolutely noone playing it, servers are empty and filled with
bots ;/. A tiny little gem that may be worth its price. It is a simple game with just a handful of weapons choice and a handful of
levels but oddly a pleasing game to play. The value of the game comes from taking out enemies slowly one by one. The aiming
is true when you get the zombies in your cross-hair even at a distance. The zombies go out like a light. The difficulty is easy to
moderate as you cruise through the level taking each zombie out. Too bad the game ends too quickly.. Realized i havnt done the
pillar of community badge, clicked 'write review' on the game i had selected, just so happened to be Albino Hunter. So... great
game, Cherry.... ummm thats all i needed to do for the badge right... no? damn still a few more things.. I've been playing this
game for a long time and it is so much fun.

10\/10 would buy again. Don't waist your $$$ on this DLC. All the items look great together, but you'll find better replacements
early on in the game.. Great game! Very enjoyable with a slightly creepy atmosphere. Works fine on modest systems.
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